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CleanMid
Perfect balance between function and style

®

Fine detail or unusual shapes: a made-to-measure mat offers you a huge range of possibilities.
CleanMid® excels with its unique colours and tailor-made precision. The outstanding technical
quality of our fitted products makes them ideal for any interior.
Together with you, the Verimpex experts will design a floor mat that perfectly matches any
architectural feature.

LIGHT & HEAVY

Versatile beauty
Fast drying, long lasting and easy to maintain.
Meet CleanMid®, the roll-up mat that combines
great looks with great performance.
Say goodbye to fine sand, dust and damp! Say
hello to attractive and hardwearing durability!
Thanks to its unique composition of high-tech
textiles and high-grade aluminium, combined with a
wide range of options, CleanMid® offers the ideal
solution for every interior.
Home, shop or office:
CleanMid® is right at home in any space and is
suitable for both light and intensive traffic. We can
deliver mats in specific colours and can even
personalize them with your company logo.

CleanMid

®

Wear-resistant textile technology
CleanMid® combines seamless woven textile with a double coating in
polypropylene. Short woven threads in high quality polyamide 6.6 give the
CleanMid® an unequalled strengthen and durability. The threads create a
flowered-effect surface that covers the aluminium profile. The result is hardwearing textile at its best.
The CleanMid® is also revolutionary in its approach to recycling, through its use of
regenerated Econyl thread. This thread is made from 50% reused materials. For the
aluminium profile, this figure increases to 90%!

Fire resistance
Cleanmid® complies with fire norm Bfl-s1, the highest and most
demanding norm for this type of product. We have
developed a very safe mat in terms of flammability and smoke
emission.

Dries in minutes
The open structure of the textile ensures the rapid dispersion and
evaporation of damp. The capillary working of the high quality fibre
structure (3700 denier) strengthens this drying effect. The interlocking and
abrasion-resistant textile strips give fungal growth no chance to form.

Colourful and colourfast
From light grey to marine blue. From deep black to attractive anthracite.
CleanMid®is available in many different colours and finishes. In addition to
our wide standard range, unique colours can be made on request.
Whatever you choice, colourfastness is always guaranteed.

Attractive outside, smart inside
The CleanMid®Light and CleanMid®Heavy combine ingenuity, technology and
aesthetics. The CleanMid® name stands for the very highest quality, so that our mats are
suitable for both light and intensive use. Every part of a CleanMid® mat has been
developed with user-friendliness and durability in mind. Thanks to its rollability, the mat is
easy to maintain and the textile strips are perfectly integrated into the aluminium base for
extra stability. Are there signs of wear after a long period? The inlay strips are easy to
replace, guaranteeing an extra long life.
The smart solution for your home, shop or office.
for light to intensive use

CleanMid®Light

easy to maintain
replaceable strips
close-fitting
rollable
smooth overall effect

for light to intensive use
easy to maintain

CleanMid®Heavy

replaceable strips
close-fitting
rollable
smooth overall effect
stable walking surface
ideal for wheeled traffic

A firm base
The choice of aluminium for the base was a deliberate one: it can resist the
heaviest wear, weight and pressure. The cavities between the strips ensure the
perfect evacuation of dirt and damp, while still creating a smooth and stable
walking surface, even for high heels.

4 types

CleanMid® technical characteristics:
12/20/25 mm

Light

20/25 mm
Single brush/only with CleanMid
Light

CleanMid Light - with pvc

20/25 mm

Heavy
CleanMid Heavy - with
cable

Compact

Massive

25 mm
Alternating brush and scraper profile / only with CleanMid Heavy

8 mm lowest height

Unique product: extra-thin mat for shallow mat recesses / new assembly options

20 mm

Unique product: developed and tested to withstand extra wear or heavy wheeled traffic

Textile colours
Ref 15363

Ref 8840

Ref 9008

Ref 9021

Ref 8820

Ref 421

Ref 8500

Ref 8250

Ref 8000

Rubber scraper

.

Characteristics

black

Ref 9002

Ref 9019

Ref 9012

indoor use

open

moisture
removal

Ref 9210

mud

Ref 9006

Ref 9150

coarse dirt

high heels

Ref 2990

Ref 2970

Ref 2940

rolling

easy

rollable

material

maintenance

esthetic

logos
possible

Triple brush
black

